Breadcrumbs Scramble

Like Hansel and Gretel, you should always leave breadcrumbs behind to find your way. A breadcrumb is a navigational aid used to keep track of locations within a document or program. The breadcrumb usually appears horizontally across the bottom or top of a document page.

Example: Home page ➔ Section page ➔ Subsection page

Directions: Organize the breadcrumbs to help you find your way to the Y4Y resources. Record the order of the breadcrumbs on the line provided within each scenario. As you do this activity, please make sure to simultaneously look online at the Y4Y portal to figure out solutions to the breadcrumbs scramble. This activity can be recreated and customized for your staff professional development trainings as well as for a family or advisory board workshop!

**Scenario 1: Courses / PBL**

A staff member wants some basic ideas on how to reflect and celebrate learning for a Project-Based Learning activity. Where would the staff member find this information?

Breadcrumbs: ........................................................................................................................................

**Scenario 2: Coaching / STEM**

Where would you find a training guide for an upcoming staff meeting about incorporating STEM activities into your program?

Breadcrumbs: ........................................................................................................................................

**Scenario 3: Courses / Partnerships**

Communication between the school and your program has not been strong. Where can you find a sample Memorandum of Understanding to help clarify and communicate roles and responsibilities for the partnership?

Breadcrumbs: ........................................................................................................................................

**Scenario 4: Design Studio / Family Involvement**

You have an upcoming training on how to increase family involvement in your own program. However, things are so crazy with day to day operations that you can’t figure out when you will have time to plan the session. Then you remember that Y4Y has a suggested training plan with activities and a pre-made PowerPoint. Where would you locate this resource?

Breadcrumbs: ........................................................................................................................................

**Scenario 5: Tools to use/ Aligning with the School Day**

You are organizing goals and strategies to align your program with the school day. Where would you locate an implementation planner to assist you?

Breadcrumbs: ........................................................................................................................................
Answer Key

1. Courses  PBL  » Demonstrate, Reflect and Celebrate the Learning
2. Coaching  » STEM  » Building Staff Skills  » STEM Training Guide and Template
3. Courses  » Strengthening Partnerships  » Create Partnerships  » Page 3 of 5
4. Design Studio  » Family Involvement Trainings  » Family Involvement
5. Coaching  » Aligning with the School Day  » Tools to Use  » Customizable Resources  » ASD Implementation Planner